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• Taking a journey to develop community 
indicators

• Using community indicators
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Agenda
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Indicator setting is like taking a journey…

START
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Making a change and deciding where to go

START

Response to staff direction: “Develop measures for Minneapolis’ adopted 
values, goals and strategic directions and seek stakeholder and community 

perspective on measures to be developed.” – March 2014

Change in leadership – both elected officials and our appointed City 
Coordinator
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Prioritizing: making time to get ready and take the trip

START

Examining current performance monitoring programs

Pausing existing programs

Sense of urgency to launch a new program
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Making a list of everything you might need

START

Developed 
comprehensive list 

of potential 
indicators

• Existing: Sustainability Indicators, Results Minneapolis 
measures

• New: Measures from STAR Communities Rating System, 
Healthy Communities Transformation Initiative (HCTI), other 
city indicator projects
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Packing: Taking a smaller suitcase

START

Developed 
comprehensive list 

of potential 
indicators

• Existing: Sustainability Indicators, Results Minneapolis 
measures

• New: Measures from STAR Communities Rating System, 
Healthy Communities Transformation Initiative (HCTI), other 
city indicator projects

Narrowed this set 
to smaller list

• Filtered through seven 
criteria

• Criteria:  
– Strong connection to one of our city goals

– Community-wide

– Actionable

– Data is readily accessible

• Additional criteria preferences:
– Data can be broken down by geography and/or demographics

– Data is timely

– Data can be updated annually
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Researching where to stay and what to do, weather

START

Community

• Engaged a broad swath of Minneapolis residents, especially focusing on 
communities of color, youth, seniors and City employees

• Asked the question “what does success look like” for each of our city 
goals

• Piloted use of different technology, including crowdsourcing, as well as 
in-person events and marketing in the community

City Leaders

Elected 
Officials

• Met individually with Council Members to review potential indicators

• Presented before committee

• Adoption of indicators by entire Council  

Input

Feedback

Feedback

• Worked with departments to decide and refine measures of community 
indicators

• Each meeting was attended by between 8 and 20 department heads and 
directors across all City departments
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Taking off on your journey

START
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Changing plans as mistakes are made

START

Deciding on indicators without being able to provide a clear sense of how 
they would be used. 

Concrete measures – abstract goals

Finding new capacity
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Narrative Key takeaways

InsightsObservations

Report by 
department

Report Citywide

Static Dynamic

Panels Roundtables

Reporting on community indicators
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We’re not in this alone
Department-level reporting  Citywide reporting

Community Planning and 
Economic Development

Number, location and 

value of housing

Regulatory Services

Quality of rental 

housing

Health Department

Safety of housing

Housing Quality and 
Affordability

Quality of housing 
units

Value and cost of 
housing units

Number of different 
types of housing units
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Make it analytical
Observations  insights

13%

27%

14%

46%

Number of 3rd graders in each achievement level, 2015

Exceeds

Meets

Partially meets

Does not meet

Too many 3rd grade students in Minneapolis public and charter schools are far from 
prepared to make the fourth grade transition from “learning to read” to “reading to 
learn”.

More than 1,807 children, or 46% of third grade 
students in Minneapolis schools, are far from 
proficiency

“Generating insights like this is really a pattern-recognition skill. In other 
words, you aren't just reporting what you observe as you observe it. Rather, 
based on everything you know and have experienced, you're making 
connections and interpreting the patterns you see.” – The Atlantic

Insight The capacity to gain an accurate and deep intuitive 
understanding  of a person or thing

Not an observation – it explains why

Advantageous when using community indicators for 
which the City is not solely responsible
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Make it easy for the reader
Lengthy narrative  key points
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Panel-style format

No presentation

Open to the public

Roundtable format 
(facilitated discussion)

Brief presentation 
focused on key 
insights + questions

Community subject 
matter experts invited 
+ open to public

Thinking differently together
Panel presentation roundtable conversation
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Making room for analysis
Static paper reports interactive data visualizations

http://www.minneapolismn.gov/coordinator/rm/Monitoring/CityGoalResultsMinneapolis/jobsandskills


Lessons learned

• Working through change – getting the City on board

Next steps

• Operationalizing roundtable outcomes

• Better involving community 

• Streamlining our internal processes
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Lessons learned and next steps



Questions?
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Want more information? 

Visit: www.minneapolismn.gov/citygoalresults

Contact: andrea.larson@minneapolismn.gov or laurelyn.sandkamp@minneapolismn.gov

http://www.minneapolismn.gov/citygoalresults
mailto:andrea.larson@minneapolismn.gov
mailto:laurelyn.sandkamp@minneapolismn.gov

